In emotional speech studies, it is well known that loudness, pitch, position and length of pauses, etc. are important factors in expressing emotions. Besides those phonation features, the articulation of the vocal tract endows some spectral features that reflect emotions. Those features come from the special way of controlling articulatory organs in emotional states. Daily experiences tell us that some specific control strategies in articulation can result in certain emotional states. However, the relation between the articulation and acoustic features is not clear yet. In this study, we investigate the spectral features using a physiological articulation model by manipulating the configurations of speech organs and synthesizing the corresponding speech sounds, in an analysis-by-synthesis way. The acoustic features concerned with emotional states are clarified by comparing the simulation results with an emotional speech corpus. The results show that the changes of spectrum envelop in the simulation results are consistent with those in real speech sound.

2. Analysis of the emotional speech database

In emotional state, people would have a special way of controlling the body, including the articulatory organs. This would affect the speech sounds generated in emotional states, and cause the speech to be heard as emotional. For example, in cold anger, an emotional state that an angry person tries not to outburst, the articulatory organs may not move in great amount. That would result in that the jaw does not always open large enough for an open vowel. In hot anger, people would go into an outburst and the effort used causes the sub-glottal pressure to increase. In both situations, people are able to hear the angry emotion in the speech, which means there may be some common acoustics features reside in these two different angry emotions.

To clarify such features we first analyzed an emotional speech corpus recorded by Fujitsu Laboratory. The corpus contains speeches read in five different emotions, which are neutral, happy, cold anger, sad and hot anger, by one female speaker. Twenty Japanese sentences are performed in the five emotions. The recording for each sentence is then labeled, and the spectrum contour is calculated for each phoneme using LPC. The vowels and semi-vowels are analyzed in this study as they are affected the most by the control of glottal air flow and the shape of the oral cavity.

The average normalized spectrum envelop of all vowels is...
shown in Figure 1. The integrity is normalized for comparison. It is obvious to see that in hot anger emotion state, the whole spectrum slope has changed. This is considered to be a result of the increased effort used for speaking, which causes the waveform of the glottal air flow to become sharper. The sharper the glottal air wave the more energy in high frequency region.

In the cold anger emotional state, one can see that there is a stronger peak at around 4 kHz. It is not as significant as in the hot anger emotional state. In hot anger state, the extra power in the high frequency region can be seen for all syllables of the sentence, while in cold anger state, the similar phenomena are only seen for some syllables playing important roles in emotion expression with the special configuration. Also, the cold anger emotional state affects different vowels differently. Figure 2 shows the average spectrum envelope of all the appearances of each of the five vowels of Japanese in the emotional speech corpus. It can be seen for /a/, the extra energy increase around 4 kHz would be more obvious, but it is not the case for /o/ and /u/.

From the above results, one can see a consistent tendency for two types of anger states that the power increases in the high frequency region. What is the difference in speech production point of view? Intuitively, we speculate that in hot anger, the increased power is caused by the changes in the sound source, while in cold anger, the increased power is due to special articulation of the vocal tract.

3. Simulation Experiment

To clarify our speculation on the causes of these two kinds of emotions, we conducted a numerical experiment. In the simulation experiment, the configurations of the articulation and the way of phonation are controlled for the physiological articulatory model to generate specific sounds, and then the acoustic features are analyzed to investigate the relationship between the articulatory features related to emotions and the acoustic output.

To simulate the observations in the emotional speech corpus, we controlled the factors according to our speculation to generate the anger speeches and the neutral speech. For cold anger, the relation between jaw position and the output spectrum is analyzed by setting the jaw to several different positions, from wide open to nearly closed, including the normal ones. For hot anger, the sub-glottal air pressure is set to different levels. The two experiments are carried out separately and the CVC phoneme sequences /aga/, /iga/, /ugu/, /ega/ and /ogo/ are used in both synthesis experiments.

For analysis, the glottal air wave, frequency consonance of the vocal tract and the spectrum envelop of the output sound are investigated for each simulation.

The running spectra for the phoneme sequence /aga/ are shown in Figure 3. An extra formant can be seen around 4 kHz when the jaw is in a nearly closed position. In this
Figure 3: Running spectrum for /aga/ with jaw fixed to two extreme positions

Figure 4: The spectrum envelops for the vowels with the jaw in different positions

For hot anger, the different speaking effort is simulated by controlling the subglottal pressure, the fundamental frequency and the open quotient of the glottal air flow. Figure 5 shows spectrum envelop for the vowel /a/ with different speaking efforts, after they are normalized to have similar integrity. It is obvious that when people speak with more effort, the higher frequency part gets more energy. The analysis results for other vowels are the same as /a/. This is also consistent with the result from the analysis result from the emotional speech database.

As the configuration of the vocal tract is kept the same for the same vowel in this experiment, the transfer function of the vocal tract would be the same. The difference of the spectrum envelop comes from the sound source. Figure 6 shows the glottal air flow with different speaking effort used in the experiment. The spectrum is calculated after the air flows are...
Figure 5: Normalized spectrum envelop with different speaking effort

Figure 6: Glottal air flow and its spectrum with different speaking effort

normalized to have similar integrity. With more effort when speaking, the waveform of the glottal wave flow would get sharper, carrying more energy in the high frequency part of the spectrum.

4. Conclusion

With the help a physiological articulatory model, we investigated the relation between certain articulatory configurations and the acoustic features. Fixing the jaw by a gnashing position would generate an spectrum emphasis around 4 kHz, while the extra energy used when speaking would change the spectrum slope, resulting in more energy in the high frequency part of the spectrum. In cold anger and hot anger emotional states, these two kinds of control strategy are used respectively. They both resulted in more energy in the high frequency part of the spectrum.

From the above research, it is confirmed that human beings use a special control strategy, in either phonation or articulation, to generate emotional speech. The control strategy is reflected by the acoustic features of the speech, with which the listeners can understand the emotional state of the speaker.

The physiological articulatory model makes it possible to investigate the relationship between articulatory and acoustic features, which is a great help in the research of human speech generation mechanism and in spotting the spectrum features in emotional speech.
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